
Light Saw Cut Oak 5995



Bleached Ash 5975

Blond Limed Oak 5985
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Scandinavian Country Plank 5950
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Lighter shades are suited to minimalistic designs as well as 
strong colours



Natural Brushed Oak 5961
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Natural Oak Medium 5968

Honey Ash 5963
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Neutral hues create an expressive and warm counterpoint to 
a modern interior



Light Classic Oak 5987

Antique Oak 5951
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Wild Oak 5953
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Oaks are the perfect companion for a homely and rustic appeal



Brown Saw Cut Ash 5990
98



Dark Classic Oak 5988

Natural Saw Cut Oak 5994
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Darker tones convey a strong decorative appearance for both 
contemporary and traditional settings



Ivory Black Wood 5945

Grey Saw Cut Ash 5992
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Grey Vintage Wood 5997
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Grey and black shades refine elegance and complement your  
homes furnishings



Light Antique Travertine 5913
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Light French Sandstone 5932 with Silver 0025 5mm Feature Strip
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Travertine and sandstone presents a natural and earthy 
atmosphere



Grey Slate 5911 with Mid Grey 5752 5mm Feature Strip
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Basalt Grey Concrete 5936 & Pale Grey Concrete 5935

Pale Grey Concrete 5935
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Concrete and slate surfaces provide a loft-like character with 
industrial charm



Bleached Ash  5975 152mm x 1219mm Dark Classic Oak  5988 152mm x 1219mm

Blond Limed Oak  5985 203mm x 1219mm *Dark Saw Cut Oak  5993 152mm x 1219mm

Scandinavian Country Plank  5950 152mm x 914mm Dark Brushed Oak  5960 203mm x 1219mm

Light Classic Oak  5987 152mm x 1219mm Brown Saw Cut Ash  5990 203mm x 1219mm

Wild Oak  5953 152mm x 914mm White Saw Cut Ash  5991 203mm x 1219mm

Honey Ash  5963 152mm x 1219mm Natural Oak Washed  5982 152mm x 1219mm

Antique Oak  5951 152mm x 914mm Grey Ash  5962 152mm x 1219mm

Antique Cherry  5955 152mm x 914mm Natural Oak Grey  5967 152mm x 1219mm

Natural Brushed Oak (AUST only)  5961 203mm x 1219mm **Grey Vintage Wood  5997 102mm x 914mm

Natural Oak Medium  5968 152mm x 1219mm Grey Limed Oak  5986 203mm x 1219mm

*Light Saw Cut Oak  5995 152mm x 1219mm Grey Saw Cut Ash  5992 203mm x 1219mm

*Natural Saw Cut Oak  5994 152mm x 1219mm

Grey Pine (NZ only)  5979 152mm x 1219mm

Ivory Black Wood  5945 184mm x 1219mm

PLANK PRODUCT RANGE

Reproductions in printing and photography are for guidance only. For colour and product selection, an original sample is recommended.
* Colour contrast in the design **Strong colour contrast in the design
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TILE PRODUCT RANGE

Reproductions in printing and photography are for guidance only. For colour and product selection, an original sample is recommended.
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Cream 0032

Gold 0026

Silver 0025

Mid Grey 5752

Copper 0033

Terracotta 0034

Brown 0031

Black 0028

Feature Strips
Applying a 5mm feature strip between the tiles in either a 
complementary or a contrast colour can create a classic yet 
stylish look

Light Antique Travertine 5913
457mm x 457mm

Pale Grey Concrete 5935
610mm x 610mm

Basalt Grey Concrete 5936
610mm x 610mm

Light French Sandstone  5932 305mm x 610mm

Silver Slate  5910 305mm x 610mm

Grey Slate  5911 305mm x 610mm



Ideal for all areas of the home, the collection ensures high 
performance and optimum style. In addition, Expona Domestic is 
suitable for moderate commercial applications such as light traffic 
areas within hotels, conference rooms and small offices. Compared 
with many natural flooring options, Expona Domestic will under 
normal conditions, resist household stains, will not crack, chip or 
splinter. By following our simple maintenance instructions, your 
floor will look great for years to come.

From a collection of 30 colour and style options as well as the 
additional accessories, we are confident you will own a floor 
design to be proud of. The manufacturers of the Expona Domestic  
are confident that their high quality products will provide many 
years of valuable service. All products purchased from the range 
are guaranteed for 15 years against normal wear and tear in the 
recommended environment, provided that they have been fitted 
correctly and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions. In order to make a claim, customers must apply in 
writing, indicating where their flooring was purchased and provide 
satisfactory proof of purchase.

This guarantee only applies in the event of visible wearing out of 
the decorative pattern on the surface within 15 years of purchase, 
providing the flooring has been subject to normal usage in the 
recommended environment.

It does not cover general misuse and we suggest that adequate 
UV protection be taken against products being installed in 
direct sunlight as fading may occur. It is the manufacturer’s 
recommendation that felt or teflon pads are used for protection 
under chairs and other furniture which will help to prevent 
scratching and marring of your floor’s finish.

When moving any heavy objects please place a plywood panel 
over your vinyl floor.

In the event of the manufacturers of Expona Domestic accepting 
that a claim is valid under this guarantee, they will either repair the 
flooring or supply replacement flooring free of charge.

In the unlikely event of the flooring no longer being in stock, then 
flooring of equivalent quality will be provided.

Recommended Use Areas
Expona Domestic is suitable for interior applications only and 
should not be used in constantly wet areas.

Environmentally Certified Flooring
The Expona Domestic product has achieved Ecospecifier’s world 
leading ‘Green Tag™’ certification. Meaning you can be sure that 
you are purchasing a product that is independently certified as 
environmentally preferred.

Green Tag™ is an independent third party, green product rating 
and certification ecolabel, underpinned by rigorous scientific and 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) processes. In short, Green Tag™ 
helps the consumer identify products that are environmentally 
preferred, for use in their home via an independently audited 
and industry recognised whole of life cycle certification system. 
Ecospecifier’s Green Tag™ is recognised by the Green Building 
Council of Australia (GBCA) and the New Zealand Green Building 
Council (NZGBC). To learn more visit www.ecospecifier.com.au, 
www.gbca.org.au  or www.nzgbc.org.nz

Recofloor-Vinyl Take Back Scheme
Expona Domestic LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) products are 100% 
recyclable and are recycled in Australia and New Zealand through 
the Recofloor – Vinyl Take Back Scheme.
 
The Recofloor scheme reduces the amount of vinyl flooring going 
to local landfill.  Through the localised scheme, flooring off-cuts 
from the installation process are recycled back into new flooring. 
Uplifted or end of life material is down cycled into traffic calming 
products such as traffic cone and road barrier bases.

Installation and Maintenance
Full instructions for both installation and maintenance are detailed 
on the leaflet that is contained in every box of Expona Domestic . 
If you require a copy of this leaflet or further guidance, please 
contact:
Polyflor Australia on 1800 777 425 
or Polyflor New Zealand on 0800 765 935

Installation
Installation of Expona Domestic is relatively straightforward and 
should be carried out by a suitably qualified floor layer.

The tiles are installed as per AS/NZ1884 to a suitable surface using 
the environmentally friendly Kiesel brand ‘Star100’ adhesive’.

It is important to remember to ‘condition’ the tiles in the room 
where they are to be laid for 24 hours at a temperature between 
18-24 degrees C, both prior to installation and after installation.

Maintenance
Keeping your Expona Domestic tiles and planks clean and 
attractive is a simple task with PUR Surface Protection. Sweeping or 
vacuuming regularly removes dust and dirt from the floor. Simply 
wash with your normal mopping system and a neutral detergent 
cleaner. A polish is not required and could in fact make the floor 
slippery. Remember, regular and light cleaning is the best way to 
keep your Expona Domestic looking perfect.

Expona Domestic luxury vinyl tiles & planks have been developed to meet the highest technical specifications
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CUSTOMER GUARANTEE
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TECHNICAL DATA

	TECHNICAL	DATA	 Characteristics	 Standards	 EXPONA	DOMESTIC

	 	 Type	of	floorcovering	 EN 649 heterogeneous, PVC

 	 Surface	treatment	 	 	

	 	 Gauge	 EN 428 2.0mm

	 	 Wear	layer	thickness	 EN 429 0.4mm

	 	 Packaging	plank	size	 EN 427 36 @ 101.6 x 914.4mm = 3.34m2

	 	 	  24 @ 152.4 x 914.4mm = 3.34m2

    18 @ 152.4 x 1219.2mm = 3.34m2

    15 @ 184.2 x 1219.2mm = 3.37m2

    14 @ 203.2 x 1219.2mm = 3.46m2

	 	 Packaging	tile	size	 EN 427 18 @ 304.8 x 609.6mm = 3.34m2

	 	 	 	 16 @ 457.2 x 457.2mm = 3.34m2

	 	 	 	 			9 @ 609.6 x 609.6mm = 3.34m2 

	 	 Colour	fastness	to	artificial	light	 EN ISO 105-B02 level > 6 method A

	 	 Behaviour	to	fire	 EN 13501-1 Bfl - s1

  Slip	resistance	 DIN 51130 R10

  	 EN 13893 DS

	 	 Castor	chair	suitability	 EN 425  yes

	 	 Underfloor	heating	suitability	 EN 1264-2 suitable l max. 27º C

The PolyureThane 
Surface TreaTmenT
Thanks to a factory-applied 
polyurethane surface treatment, 
there is less work for you to do 
to care for your floor. 

The STabiliSaTion 
layer
Improved dimensional stability 
is achieved by minimising the 
changes caused by physical 
properties (e.g. by temperature 
fluctuations). 

The PaTTern layer
Many designs have been 
developed exclusively for 
EXPONA and embossed onto 
the pattern layer by means of 
innovative technologies. 
*�Colour�and�design�for�illustration�purposes�only

The load-bearing 
layer
The basis for the long service 
life and high performance 
offered by EXPONA floors. 

The Wear layer
This transparent, extremely 
dense layer is hard-wearing and 
protects the pattern below. This 
allows the surface embossing to 
create a particularly authentic 
effect.

EXPONA DOMESTIC

STrucTurE eXPona domeSTic is top quality vinyl flooring in 
tile and plank formats. Each layer has been thermally 
pressed for ultimate performance.
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Natural Brushed Oak 5961

Polyflor Australia Pty ltd
ABN 68 007 134 518

59-65 Wedgewood Road
Hallam VIC 3803
Australia
P: 1800 777 425
F: 03 9215 4444
E: sales@polyflor.com.au

www.polyflor.com.au 

Polyflor new Zealand

100 Plunket Avenue
Manukau Auckland 2104
New Zealand
P: 0800 765 935
F: 0800 846 737
E: sales@polyflor.co.nz

www.polyflor.co.nz 




